
MESOAMERICAN ART

Mesoamerican art â€” The artistic expression documented for Pre-Columbian Including Mesoamerican visual arts,
music, dance, literature, decorative motifs.

A living and constantly evolving field of study, Latin American art will continue to surprise you with its
multifaceted and multilayered history. The Maya carved stone portraits of their rulers as memorials. Latin
America is therefore a historical term rooted in the colonial era, when these languages were introduced to the
area by their respective European colonizers. Mesoamerican palaces have the same massive, richly carved
aesthetic as the stepped pyramids. Made from a combination of a particular kind of clay, indigo, and vegetable
dye. An aqueduct constructed of great stone blocks with a six-foot-high vault diverts the Otulum River to flow
underneath the main plaza. Aztec sculpture, most of which took the form of human figures carved from stone
and wood, were not religious idols as one might suspect. The Decline Sometime in the middle of the seventh
century disaster struck Teotihuacan. There are cylindrical ear ornaments in his ears and beneath his arm, a
baton-like object perhaps related to the local incarnation of the game. Architecture in Palenque In Palenque,
Mexico, a prominent city of the Classic period, the major buildings are grouped on high ground. What many
of us often overlook, is the diversity of what it means to be Latin American and Latino. This structure housed
the infamous Mesoamerican ball game, in which players attempt to direct a ball through a stone hoop without
using their hands. This volcanic stone, made into tools and vessels , was traded for luxury items such as the
green feathers of the quetzal bird, used for priestly headdresses, and the spotted fur of the jaguar, used for
ceremonial garments. Evoking the texture, color, and feeling of wooden vessels, it is one of the finest vessels
created in this iconic style, which would have been prevalent at the time in Maya royal courts. The Met's
major collaborative exhibition Mexico: Splendors of Thirty Centuries shined the spotlight on the impressive
Aztec collections in Mexico's national museums. For the purposes of clarity, the term Latin America is used
loosely, whether referring to the pre- or post-conquest era. Kneeling bearded figure , â€” B. Latin America is a
useful, but by no means perfect term to describe a vast expanse of land that is historically, culturally, and
geographically diverse. Humans are often depicted with elaborate headdresses and jewellery. Easby, Elizabeth
K. Starting in the sixteenth century, and now exposed to Africa, through the Atlantic Slave Trade, and Asia,
through the trade network of the Manila Galleon, Latin America entered into an era of global contact that
continues to this day. Stelae were fashioned by many civilizations as religious and civic monuments, often
displaying the portraits and deeds of deities or human rulers. The monkey is seated on a quadrilateral base that
is scalloped, possibly alluding to the rattle of a serpent. Teotihuacan At its height, Teotihuacan was one of the
largest cities in the world with a population of , The sloping base, or talud, of each platform supports a vertical
tablero, or entablature , which is surrounded by frame and filled with sculptural decoration. The other most
notable Mesoamerican culture in terms of art history is the Maya. Key Terms stelae: Upright stone slabs or
columns typically bearing a commemorative inscription or relief design, often serving as gravestones. The
roof of the temple was topped with a crest known as a roof comb , and its facade still retains much of its
stucco sculpture. New Haven: Yale University Press,  How they did so speaks volumes about the mythological
characters they featured in these works from three distinct moments in Mesoamerican history. While these
linguistic and geographical parameters lend clarity to the study of Latin American art, they often obscure
cultural differences that are not border specific. This seven-tiered structure exhibits the taludtablero
construction that is a hallmark of the Teotihuacan architectural style.


